ABSTRACT Optimal frequency band selection is a critical step of envelope analysis for bearing fault diagnosis. In order to select the most informative band, it is necessary to define a criterion for frequency band evaluation. Kurtosis is one of such criteria, and the frequency band with largest spectral kurtosis is usually regarded as the optimal one. However, it is experimentally and mathematically proved in the past year that spectral kurtosis is sensitive to outliers in a signal. Recently, spectral L2/L1 norm is formally defined for characterizing fault transients in the squared envelope of the signal, and it is also found that spectral L2/L1 norm is actually the square root of spectral kurtosis. Thus, spectral L2/L1 norm still suffers from the drawback of spectral kurtosis. In this paper, however, we utilize this drawback and calculate L2/L1 norms of frequency bands defined by the harmonics of bearing characteristic frequency in the squared envelope spectrum. Since the new calculation is closely related to harmonics of bearing characteristic frequency, it is named as harmonic L2/L1 norm in the paper. Harmonic L2/L1 norm is then employed to evaluate frequency bands obtained from a 1/3-binary tree of filter banks. After the optimal band selection, the filtered signal is used to calculate the squared envelope spectrum. The proposed method is compared with the fast kurtogram method in two case studies, which indicate that the proposed method is more effective, especially in the presence of strong non-Gaussian noise.
I. INTRODUCTION
Bearing fault diagnosis is an important way to avoid serious malfunctions of rotating machinery [1] , [2] . Unlike intelligent fault diagnosis methods [3] - [5] , envelope analysis may be one of the most basic and effective methods [6] . The essential idea of envelope analysis is to demodulate bearing characteristic frequencies (BCFs) from the so-called optimal resonance frequency band of vibration signal. This idea comes from the fact that local faults occurring on bearing component would result in periodic impulses during operation, which eventually excite the resonances of the bearing. The frequencies of such shocks are called bearing characteristic frequencies and they would modulate the resonance frequencies [7] . Bearing characteristic frequencies can be calculated based on bearing geometry and shaft rotation speed,
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In frequency domain, there are usually several resonance bands. How to select such a band that is most related to fault transients is of great importance in envelope analysis. The formalized spectral kurtosis, kurtogram, and fast kurtogram proposed by Antoni et al. [9] , [10] may be one of the milestones regarding this topic. Since kurtosis is a good statistical index to tell abnormality, Antoni and Randall [9] proposed to present kurtosis as a function of frequency in the kurtogram so as to select the most informative band. In order to alleviate the computation burden of original kurtogram, Antoni [10] proposed to alternatively calculate kurtosis on the frequency/frequency resolution dyad and pave all spectral kurtosis on a 1/3-binary tree of filter banks. The new version of kurtogram is named as fast kurtogram due to its computation simplicity. However, spectral kurtosis is found to be sensitive to strong non-Gaussian noise (outliers) in the signal, which limits its wide applications [11] , [12] . For example, Barszcz and Jablonski [12] pointed out that the spectral kurtosis is not applicable in cases where strong non-Gaussian noise or high repetition rate of fault impulses exist in the signal. Thus, they calculated kurtosis based on the envelope f s spectrum of filtered narrow band signal rather than the complex envelope. Wang et al. [13] proposed to enhance kurtogram by calculating kurtosis from the power spectrum of the envelope of wavelet packet coefficients. Moshrefzadeh and Fasana [14] proposed to calculate kurtosis of the autocorrelation of squared envelope rather than the filtered time signal. The common idea of these works is to calculate kurtosis of the filtered signal in a different domain where the outliers from the raw signal are weakened.
Since kurtosis is sensitive to outliers in nature, other indexes such as negentropy [15] , correlated kurtosis [16] , Gini index [17] , L2/L1 norm [18] , smoothness index [19] , ratio of cyclic content [20] , etc., are also investigated in recent years. In fact, many aforementioned indexes such as Gini index and L2/L1 norm could be regarded as sparsity indexes, which are used to measure the sparsity of a signal [21] . More recently, Wang [22] mathematically proved that spectral kurtosis, spectral L2/L1 norm, spectral Gini index, and the reciprocal of spectral smoothness index are all sensitive to outliers in the squared envelope of filtered band signal. Therefore, these indexes tend to select the frequency band that has a large single impulse rather than repetitive transients in the squared envelope. Indeed, seeking the maximum value of sparsity indexes such as L2/L1 norm of the squared envelope may easily lead to find outliers since the outliers have significantly larger amplitudes than others such that the signal has a high level of sparsity. This drawback of sparsity index, however, inspires our work to calculate sparsity index, i.e., L2/L1 norm of several frequency bands with central frequencies as the bearing characteristic frequencies in the squared envelope spectrum (SES). Since the new calculation of L2/L1 norm is closely related to BCF harmonics, we call it harmonic L2/L1 norm. With the new calculation of L2/L1 norm and the 1/3-binary tree of filter banks [10] , we would expect to select a frequency band in the Fourier domain that gives high level of sparsity of BCFs related bands in SES. In other words, the optimal band selected by harmonic L2/L1 norm may have a high signal-to-noise ratio.
The main contribution of this paper is to propose a new calculation of L2/L1 norm such that it may be more suitable for bearing fault diagnosis, and it may be finally used for remaining useful life prediction [23] , [24] . The rest of the paper is arranged as follows. In section II, the theoretical background of this paper is introduced. In section III, the proposed bearing diagnosis method is presented. In section IV, the proposed method is compared with fast kurtogram method in two case studies, i.e., inner race fault diagnosis, and outer race fault diagnosis. In section V, the conclusion of this paper is drawn.
II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
In this section, the basic idea of 1/3-binary tree filter banks is first introduced. The calculations of squared envelope spectrum and spectral L2/L1 norm are also given.
A. FILTER BANK 1/3-binary tree of filter banks proposed by Antoni [10] is a decomposition tree that divides the signal into several frequency bands with equal bandwidth in each decomposition level. An illustration of the decomposition tree is presented in Fig. 1 . As seen in Fig. 1 , the signal is decomposed into 2 k subbands on level k. For instance, on level 1.6, there are 3 subbands since 2 1.6 ≈ 3. Accordingly, the bandwidth of each sub-band on level 1.6 equals to f s /6. Finally, the decomposition tree is structured in a 1/3-binary manner. When k takes an integer number, each band of level k would be first divided into two sub-bands (one-into-two decomposition) and later into three sub-bands (one-into-three decomposition) on level (k + 1) and level (k + 1.6), respectively. In one-into-two decomposition, one needs to design a lowpass filter and a high pass filter, while in one-into-three decomposition, one needs to additionally design a bandpass filter. For more details, reader may refer to [10] .
Once the signal is decomposed by the 1/3-binary tree of filter banks, one can calculate a fault related index based on the filtered signal of each frequency band. Then, the optimal frequency band can be defined as the frequency band that maximizes the index values.
B. SQUARED ENVELOPE SPECTRUM
After the optimal band is selected, envelope demodulation methods are usually employed to demodulate the possible BCFs such that the BCFs can be observed in the envelope spectrum. The complex envelope of a real signal is obtained as follows.
Here, [7] suggested to calculate the squared envelop spectrum since it may increase the signal-to-noise ratio. Antoni [25] showed that the squared envelope spectrum can well approximate the integrated spectral coherence (spectral correlation), which bridges the gap between envelope analysis and another powerful diagnosis tools, namely, cyclic spectral analysis. Squared envelope spectrum is defined as follows [25] .
where, x[n] is the analytic signal; L is the signal length; F s is the sampling frequency; j is the imaginary unit; α is the cyclic frequency; DFT{·} is the discrete Fourier transform; and SES(α) is the squared envelope spectrum. In this paper, squared envelope spectrum is adopted as a demodulation tool, which is performed after the optimal band is selected.
C. SPECTRAL L2/L1 NORM
The Taxicab-Euclidean norm ratio (L2/L1 norm) is a popular sparsity measure in blind source deconvolution, which is utilized to impose the ''sparsity'' prior knowledge to the deconvolution signal [26] - [28] . Tse and Wang [29] recently proposed to calculate L2/L1 norm of power spectrums of all wavelet packet nodes and defined the so-called sparsogram for bearing fault diagnosis. Their calculation of L2/L1 norm is shown as follows [29] .
Here, d p j (f ) represents the power spectrum of the p-th wavelet packet node at the j-th decomposition depth, and F s is the sampling frequency.
In a more recent work, Wang [30] formally defined the spectral L2/L1 norm for characterizing bearing fault transients in the squared envelope. Wang [30] also mathematically showed that the squared root of spectral kurtosis is actually the so-defined L2/L1 norm and both spectrum kurtosis and spectral L2/L1 norm are sensitive to outliers. The definition of spectral L2/L1 norm is given as follows [30] .
wherein, S (4) is based on time signal, it still suffers from the aforementioned drawback since L2/L1 norm is only influenced by the amplitudes rather than the time locations. It is known that L2 norm is less than or equal to L1 norm. Therefore, the ratio of L2 norm to L1 norm is not lager than 1. In practice, however, √ N can be significantly larger than 1. Consequently, S l,h L2/L1 may be affected by the signal length N . In the next section, an alternative calculation of L2/L1 norm is proposed, which may reduce the influences of the aforementioned problems.
III. THE PROPOSED DIAGNOSIS METHOD
One of the ultimate goals of bearing fault diagnosis is to observe BCFs in the demodulated spectrum. This goal is typically achieved by three steps, i.e., sub-signal filtering, index calculation, and then, envelope demodulation. In the proposed diagnosis method, 1/3-binary tree of filter banks and squared envelope spectrum are adopted to address sub-signal filtering and envelope demodulation, respectively. In this section, a new calculation of L2/L1 norm is proposed to measure the bearing fault information of filtered band signal so as to select the most informative frequency band for demodulation.
A. BEARING CHARACTERISTIC FREQUENCIES
Since local faults occurring on bearing components generate typical patterns of periodic impulses in the temporal signal [6] , identification of the periods or frequencies of such periodic impulses is of great importance in bearing fault diagnosis. The BCFs can be obtained based on bearing geometry parameters and shaft rotation speed. Typical patterns of bearing fault symptoms are presented in Fig. 2 , and the calculations of BCFs are given as follows [6] , [8] .
Ball spin frequency (BSF):
Ball pass frequency of inner race (BPFI):
Ball pass frequency of outer race (BPFO):
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FIGURE 2. Typical patterns of bearing fault signals: (a)-(c) time domain, and (d)-(f) squared envelope spectrum. (a) and (d), (b) and (e), (c) and (f)
, correspond to outer race fault, inner race fault, and rolling element fault, respectively.
Train frequency (TF):
where, D is the pitch diameter; d is the rolling element diameter; f r is the shaft rotation frequency; γ is the contact angle; n is the number of rolling elements. Here, BSF, BPFI, and BPFO correspond to rolling element fault, inner race fault, and outer race fault, respectively. In addition, BSF is usually modulated by train frequency, and BPFI is usually modulated by shaft rotation frequency. For the convenience of discussion, BCFs would specifically refer to BSF, or BPFI, or BPFO, and the corresponding harmonics in the subsequence of the paper.
B. HARMONIC L2/L1 NORM
As seen in Fig. 2 (d)-(f) , different types of faults can be revealed in the squared envelope spectrum by different BCFs, and the amplitudes of higher order harmonics of BCFs are usually smaller than the lower order harmonics. Instead of calculating L2/L1 norm of the whole squared envelope spectrum, we propose to calculate several L2/L1 norms of BCFs related bands, and sum all the L2/L1 norms as an index called harmonic L2/L1 norm for optimal band selection. This idea is illustrated in Fig. 3 . For a signal filtered from frequency band [l, h] with squared envelope spectrum denoting as SES
, the calculation of the corresponding harmonic L2/L1 norm can be given as follows. (9) and the k-th harmonic band SES i,j l,h (k)[n] are defined in (10) . 
Here, BCF(k) denotes the k-th harmonic of BCF; BCF(1) is the fundamental BCF; M is the considered harmonic number;
B is the bandwidth of the harmonic band. In outer race fault diagnosis, for example, BCF (1) is actually outer race fault frequency, i.e., BPFO, and BCF(k) is the k-th harmonic of BPFO, i.e., k × BPFO. Regarding the parameters M and B, it is suggested to define them as M = 3 and B = BCF(1)/2, respectively. Considering 3 to 6 harmonics of BCF may be enough for bearing fault diagnosis. In addition, the harmonic band needs to include some useful side frequencies such as train frequency and shaft rotation frequency since there are some typical modulations in inner race fault diagnosis and rolling element fault diagnosis. It is worth noticing that harmonic L2/L1 norm may be more suitable for single type of fault diagnosis. Namely, we diagnose one type of fault at a time. In multiple types of fault diagnosis, it may need to consider different harmonic L2/L1 norms corresponding to various type of faults and sum all the harmonic L2/L1 norms to form the finial index.
It could be expected that selecting the frequency band with the largest harmonic L2/L1 norm may lead to obtain a squared envelope spectrum where the BCFs related bands, i.e., the harmonic bands are sparse. In other words, we could observe clear BCFs in the so-obtained squared envelope spectrum.
IV. CASE STUDIES
As seen in Fig. 2 , there may or may not have some modulations in the bearing fault signal. Hence, we select inner race fault data and outer race fault data to represent these two cases. In this section, the proposed diagnosis method would be compared with fast kurtogram method in both inner race fault diagnosis and outer race fault diagnosis.
Note that the smallest bandwidth of 1/3-binary tree of filter banks is set to be approximately three times of BPFI in this paper. In addition, the data are also pre-whitened by linear prediction [6] .
A. INNER RACE FAULT DIAGNOSIS 1) DATA DESCRIPTION
The inner race fault data is a radial vibration signal collected from the pedestal of a faulty bearing (6205-2RS SKF) on a test rig shown in Fig. 4 (a) . The inner race fault is presented in Fig. 4 (b) , which is seeded by wire-electrode cutting with wire width equaling to 0.2mm. The shaft speed keeps at 1046 rpm (revolution per minute) during the test. The radial load of the bearing equals to 1kN, which is given by the mechanical loading structure and measured by the force sensor. The vibration is acquired by an accelerometer (PCB621B40 ICP) and a NI acquisition unit (NI PXI-4462). The sampling frequency is 10 kHz and 102400 samples are used in this paper. Based on the bearing geometry and the shaft speed, the inner race fault frequency, i.e., BPFI, can be obtained as 94.6 Hz. 
2) DATA ANALYSIS
The pre-whitened temporal signal is shown in Fig. 5 . The signal is then analyzed by the proposed method and fast kurtogram method, respectively. The optimal band selections are shown in Fig. 6 , and the demodulations of optimal band signals are shown in Fig. 7 .
In Fig. 7 (a) , BPFI and its harmonics can be clearly observed. In Fig. 7 (b) , however, only the first and second harmonics can be identified. Furthermore, the signal-to-noise ratio in Fig. 7 (a) is significantly larger than that in Fig. 7 (b) . Thus, it can be concluded that the proposed method well outperforms fast kurtogram method.
B. OUTER RACE FAULT DIAGNOSIS 1) DATA DESCRIPTION
The second set of data is an outer race fault data, which is acquired from a faulty bearing (MB ER-16K) with a known outer race fault on the SpectrQuest Machinery Fault Simulator test rig (http://spectraquest.com) [31] . The shaft speed is 1740 rpm. The sampling frequency is 51.2 kHz, and 10 seconds sampling data are used. Based on the bearing type and shaft speed, the BCFs can be calculated and listed in Table 1 . 
2) DATA ANALYSIS
The pre-whitened signal is presented in Fig. 8 . It is seen that there are three groups of large impulses in the signal. The mean period of these impulses is 2.59 seconds, which is, however, not directly related to any BCFs listed in Table 1 . These impulses may be caused by mechanical looseness or improper installation of bearing. As the bearing fault is just known as outer race fault, we would treat these unexpected impulses as strong non-Gaussian noise.
The signal is then analyzed by the proposed method and fast kurtogram method, respectively. The obtained optimal band signals are shown in Fig. 9 , and the squared envelope spectrums of these signals are shown in Fig. 10 . It can be observed in Fig. 10 (a) that BPFO and its harmonics are quite distinct in the squared envelope spectrum given by the proposed method. However, it seems no harmonics of BPFO can be clearly identified in the SES provided by fast kurtogram. It is also seen that the first three harmonics of BPFO in Fig. 10 (a) are more prominent than other harmonics. This may be due to the fact that we just calculated the L2/L1 norms of the first three harmonic bands in the proposed method. Accordingly, these three bands are more sparse than other harmonic bands. In the presence strong non-Gaussian noise, it is validated that the proposed method is superior to fast kurtogram method.
V. CONCLUSION
L2/L1 norm is an index that is used to measure the sparsity of a signal. Hence, maximizing L2/L1 norm can help select the sparsest signal, which may help increase the signal-tonoise ratio. However, different calculations of L2/L1 norm of the signal may obtain different results. In this paper, it is proposed to calculate L2/L1 norms of the frequency bands defined by harmonics of bearing characteristic frequency in the squared envelope spectrum. Therefore, this calculation of L2/L1 norm is named harmonic L2/L1 norm. The so-defined harmonic L2/L1 norm gives special attention to bearing characteristic frequencies as compared to other calculations such as spectral L2/L1 norm. Since the spectral L2/L1 norm is, in essence, the squared root of spectral kurtosis, the proposed diagnosis method is compared with fast kutogram method in both inner race fault diagnosis and outer race fault diagnosis. Both cases indicate that the proposed method is more effective than fast kurtogram method. Moreover, the proposed method can give a promising diagnosis in the presence strong non-Gaussian noise as it is validated in the outer race fault diagnosis. In general, the proposed method is an effective and promising way for bearing fault diagnosis. 
